Quantification of stiffness measurement errors in resonant ultrasound spectroscopy of human cortical bone.
Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) is the state-of-the-art method used to investigate the elastic properties of anisotropic solids. Recently, RUS was applied to measure human cortical bone, an anisotropic material with low Q-factor (20), which is challenging due to the difficulty in retrieving resonant frequencies. Determining the precision of the estimated stiffness constants is not straightforward because RUS is an indirect method involving minimizing the distance between measured and calculated resonant frequencies using a model. This work was motivated by the need to quantify the errors on stiffness constants due to different error sources in RUS, including uncertainties on the resonant frequencies and specimen dimensions and imperfect rectangular parallelepiped (RP) specimen geometry. The errors were first investigated using Monte Carlo simulations with typical uncertainty values of experimentally measured resonant frequencies and dimensions assuming a perfect RP geometry. Second, the exact specimen geometry of a set of bone specimens were recorded by synchrotron radiation micro-computed tomography. Then, a "virtual" RUS experiment is proposed to quantify the errors induced by imperfect geometry. Results show that for a bone specimen of ∼1° perpendicularity and parallelism errors, an accuracy of a few percent ( <6.2%) for all the stiffness constants and engineering moduli is achievable.